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1. INTRODUCTION

The increase in the global population is generating a higher demand for energy mate-
rials. According to the forecasts of the International Energy Agency, energy demand shall 
increase by about 35% over next 20 years as compared to the present state. The main energy 
carriers nowadays are fossil fuels, i.e. oil, natural gas and coal and they do not have any sub-
stitutes which would satisfy the rapidly growing energy demand. The oil and gas E&P indus-
try is faced with the very difficult task of finding the means to meet these high demands and 
therefore it is looking to various innovative technological solutions, e.g. in nanotechnology. 

Nanotechnology is about both the nanomaterials themselves and the tools to make and 
characterize them. Owing to their small dimension and highly developed surface, nanopar-
ticles are very active chemically. The change of physicochemical properties with the finer 
comminution of the matter results from the need to limit the extension of crystalline lattices 
to microscopically finite size and the increased participation of surface atoms [42]. 

The dynamic development of nanotechnology over recent decades has mainly been con-
nected with technological developments in material engineering, chemical engineering and 
physical analytical methods, especially with the invention of the Scanning Tunneling Micro-
scope (STM) in 1981 and the Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) in 1986.

The division of nanomaterials most frequently used or described in patents by the top 
ten enterprises in the field of the oil and gas industry are presented in Figure 1.

The analysis of the presented data reveals that carbon nanotubes and carbon nanofibers 
are the most frequently applied nanomaterials referred to in patents registered by leading 
companies in the field of oil and gas industry. Another such popular nanomaterial is nanoclay, 
and in the third place nanosilica [40].
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Fig. 1. Share of known nanomaterials used by top ten enterprises in the field of oil  
and gas industry [40]

Graphene, which is a relatively new material, occupies seventh position among the most 
popular nanomaterials used in oil and gas industry [40]. 

Graphene is a nanomaterial which has sufficiently large flakes to be identified and 
described for its physical properties. It was isolated only in 2004 by a team of Russian and 
British scientists: Konstantin Novoselov and Andre Geim, who received a Nobel Prize in 
Physics six years later [12]. Since that time this material has attracted rapid interest, mainly 
because of its unique properties.

 2.  GRAPHENE AND GRAPHENE OXIDE – PROPERTIES

Graphene was characterized as “the thinnest material in the Universe”, because of the 
two-dimensional monolayer of carbon atoms with sp2 hybridization, organized in a flat crys-
talline network of characteristic hexagonal symmetry. Graphene is a basic unit of all carbon 
nanostructures, i.e. zero-dimensional (0D) fullerenes, (1D) rolled single-dimensional carbon 
nanotubes, and (3D) graphite piled up at a distance of 0.335 nm (3D) (Fig. 2) [24, 34].

Extensive studies on the properties of graphene proved that one of its characteristic 
features that it is a zero-gap semiconductor, and/or it is a semimetal. This means that the 
valence band and conduction band are interconnected but they do not interfere, forming the 
Dirac cone [1, 5, 38].
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Fig. 2. Allotropic forms of carbon based on 2D graphene [12]

A unique feature of graphene is also the linear dispersive dependence of energy on 
momentum. The discussed properties mean that electrons in graphene are zero-mass Dirac 
fermions. In practice, this means high values of thermal and electric conductivity parameters, 
unique absorption of light and also a number of quantum phenomena [52].

Another important property of graphene as a possible application in the oil and gas indus-
try applications are its mechanical properties. Young’s modulus of graphene is 1.0 ± 0.1 TPa, 
and tensile strength approaching to 130 ± 10 GPa [1, 52].

Graphene is highly resistant to chemicals, temperature, water and organic solvents. Its 
large specific surface has a unique sorption capacity of chemical compounds [8].

However, the hydrophobic character of graphene means that this material chang-
es its spatial conformation; the additional presence of van der Waals forces means that 
graphene undergoes agglomeration in a water environment. Thus the oxidation of graphene 
with strong mineral acids (H2SO4, KMnO4, HNO3) (Hummer method) is justifiable; as 
a result, graphene oxide is produced and exfoliated, providing a large number of single layers 
of graphene oxide (GO). 

The Hummer method is very efficient and allows for obtaining single-atom carbon lay-
ers of very high transparency. This method involves a large variety of oxidants, which brings 
about a diversification in the structure of the obtained product, and so a different quality of 
the end product. Accordingly, it is difficult to obtain GO of strictly defined quality and prop-
erties [38].

Graphene oxide (GO) is built of sp2 and sp3 bonded hybridized carbon atoms in a hex-
agonal lattice. The sp2 bonds are formed between carbon atoms or carbon atom and oxygen 
atom in the form of carbonyl or carboxylic groups, whereas the sp3 hybridized bonds between 
carbon atom and oxygen in the form of epoxy and hydroxyl groups [1, 20, 24]. The surface 
charge (zeta potential) of oxidized graphene layers dispersed in a water environment is neg-
ative, which leads to the formation of stable water dispersions [19].
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The thermal, mechanical and electron properties of GO may change depending on the 
content of functional groups containing oxygen, the number of graphene layers and degree 
of ordering of structure. 

The increase of functional groups with oxide results in a drop of thermal conduc-
tivity and monotonous lowering of the Young modulus and strength of GO because the 
sp2 hybridization of graphene crystalline lattice was disturbed and its energy stability 
decreased. Moreover, depending on the presence of sp3 bonds, oxygen atoms have a neg-
ative charge and, depending on other deficiencies, GO may be an insulator or a semicon-
ductor [1, 52].

At 0.5% coverage of surface of graphene oxide with oxygen groups, the thermal con-
ductivity lowers by 50%, at 5% coverage of the GO surface with oxygen groups it lowers by 
90%. The minimum value of thermal conductivity (for 20% coverage with oxygen) equals to 
8.8 W/(m ∙ k) [1, 49]. Selected properties and method of producing graphene and graphene 
oxide are listed in Table 1.

Table 1
Selected properties and method of producing graphene and graphene oxide 

Properties Graphene Graphene oxide Literature

Synthesis

chemical vapor depo-
sition, thermal distri-
bution of SiC, delam-

ination of graphite

oxidation and with delamination 
of graphite (methods worked out 
by Brodie, Humemers, Stauden-

meter with modifications)

[38]

Carbon to oxygen ratio no 2–4 [35]

Young modulus 1 TPa 207.6 ± 23.4 GPa 
(for GO monolayer 0.7 nm thick) [46]

Specific surface [m2/g] 2 630 – [1]

Electric conductivity  
[cm2/Vs] 10 000–50 000 insulator [52]

Thermal conductivity 
at temp. 21°C [W/(m ∙ k)] 4 840–5 300 depends on oxidation degree

min. 8.8 [26, 49]

Water solubility unsoluble soluble [35]

Cost of production high low [35]

Thanks to the properties of GO (Tab. 1), its hydrophilic character, the presence of 
hydroxyl and epoxy groups on the GO surface, and carboxylic or carbonyl groups on the 
edges of GO layers, the material easily undergoes chemical fractioning and creates consider-
able possibilities for organic-mineral hybridization. 

The functionalization can be performed by the covalent or non-covalent method, the 
schematic of which is presented in Figure 3.

Graphene and its derivatives undergo non-covalence functionalization through mixing, 
most frequently sonification, with the use of appropriate solvents, surfactants, polymers, ion-
ic fluids and also eutectic solvents [22].
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the covalent and non-covalent method [25]

Non-covalence functionalization allows for the introduction of functional groups to the 
surface of GO or graphene without disturbing its geometrical structure. The non-covalence 
modification makes use of weak π-π, electrostatic or van der Waals molecules of organic 
compounds. In the course of the functionalization of graphene with the non-covalent method, 
the sp2 hybridization of carbon atoms remains unchanged, and π bonds are maintained in the 
graphene lattice, thanks to which the material has conductive properties. The sp2 lattice of 
hybridized carbon atoms favors π-π reactions with oligomers of the conjugated double bonds 
with such aromatic compounds as: sulphonic polyaniline, porphyrins and cellulose deriva-
tives as well as nanoparticles of inorganic compounds [1, 22, 24, 25].

The covalent functionalization is based on chemical reactions, thanks to which new 
functional groups with oxygen are formed, including carboxylic groups on the edge of lay-
ers, and epoxy and hydroxyl groups on the surface, which participate in the modification of 
surface properties of GO and graphene. The covalence functionalization most frequently 
takes place in carboxylic groups, considerably improving their chemical affinity to solvents 
and polymers, deteriorating the mechanical and electrical properties because of the damaged 
hexagonal structure of graphene [24].

3. THE TOXIC CHARACTER OF GRAPHENE MATERIALS

The rapid development of nanotechnology and intensification of work on the use of 
graphene creates possibilities for nanoparticles to move into the environment and have an 
impact on living organisms. For this reason it seems absolutely necessary to perform analyses 
on the toxicity and cytotoxicity of this material on living organisms and the natural environ-
ment. 

In one of the first such analyses it was observed that graphene had a toxic impact on 
Gram-negative bacteria, e.g. Escherichia coli and Gram-positive bacteria, e.g. Staphyloc-
coccus aureus, by destroying their cell walls [28]. The successive analyses revealed that 
the anti-microbiological activity of graphene depends on the graphene material, the size of 
flakes, way in which they are processed and also the analyses themselves [28].
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Graphene flakes of 10–11 nm, obtained in the course of overly long sonification have an 
irregular surface and very sharp edges. As a consequence, graphene exhibits a 100× greater 
ability to induce the apoptosis pathways in RAW 264 cells [8].

The analyses also revealed that small and sharp graphene flakes killed bacteria by cut-
ting their cell walls, leading to the disturbance of mitochondrial potential, the production of 
free radicals of oxygen in the cell, removal of phospholipids from the cell and the death of the 
bacteria [30]. 

During the experiments [23], author showed the anti-microbiological activity of 
graphene in relation to the bacteria Salmonella Enteritidis and Listeria monocytogenes. 
The most interesting was not the principle itself, but the way in which graphene acted on 
the bacteria. TEM observations revealed that graphene flakes were extremely attractive to 
bacteria, and acted like a magnet. However, placing themselves on the graphene flakes, 
especially on the sharp edges, they were killed in the course of the mechanical damage to 
their cell walls [23]

The experiments conducted by Liao et al. [27], who examined the cytotoxicity of GO 
and graphene on the human epidermis, showed a higher toxicity of graphene as compared 
to GO. This should be explained by the fact that GO has numerous functional groups with 
oxygen, thanks to which it is more hydrophilic, which consequently leads to its higher 
biocompatibility – the increase of oxygen groups exceeds the biocompatibility of nano-
materials [1]. 

The influence of graphene oxide on the human epidermis (in vitro) and the mouse epi-
dermis (in vivo) was also analyzed by the Wang team [45]. The in vitro experiments showed 
to the lack of toxicity of a water dispersion of graphene oxide to 20 μg/ml, whereas the cyto-
toxicity was observed to significantly increase after applying concentrations above 50 μg/ml. 
GO in concentration 400 μg/ml showed chronic toxicity, i.e. 4/9 analyzed mice died or devel-
oped granulomatosis. GO accumulated mainly in the lungs, liver, spleen and kidneys and 
could not be removed from the kidneys. 

Therefore, special care should be taken when handling graphene and its derivatives, 
gloves, special overcoats and masks should be used. 

4.  USE OF GRAPHENE AND GRAPHENE OXIDE IN THE OIL  
AND GAS INDUSTRY

The physicochemical properties of graphene and GO meant that these materials can be 
applicable in the oil and gas industry. At present the following applications in oil and gas 
industry can be found [2–7, 9–11, 13–18, 21, 31–33, 36, 37, 39, 41, 43, 44, 47, 48, 50, 51, 53]:

1. Exploration:
 – nano-ribbons (possessing optical, magnetic and electrical properties) for hydrocarbon 
detection.

2. Drilling and completion:
 – anticorrosion nanocoatings for rigs and platform;
 – anti-wear nanocoatings for drilling equipment;
 – thermal nanocoatings for drill equipment;
 – nano-ribbons for reservoir temperature measurements;
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 – nano-based drilling fluids to: 
• reduce filtration loss, 
• improve wellbore stability,
• provide efficient cooling of a drill bit,
• improve lubrication ability;

 – graphene filters for selective gas-water-oil separation;
 – nanocement slurry for oil well cementing jobs:
• improved cement integrity – light density,
• high strength, hole quality well placement and hermetic seals,
• improve rheology and fluid loss control;

 – downhole tools – high strength nanostructure materials.
3. Production works:

 – hydrophobic surface with nanostructure to scale inhibition,
 – nanomembranes for treating shale gas wastewater.

4. Enhanced oil recovery operation:
 – nanofluid enhanced oil recovery;
 – oil-microbe detection tool using nano-optical fibers;
 – nanosensor for hydrocarbon detection in oil-fields rocks;
 – hydrophobic graphene as sorbent materials.

5. Refinery and distribution of crude oil and natural gas:
 – nanomebranes to remove contaminations from water;
 – nanomebranes for water desalination;
 – anti-corrosion nanocoatings applications for pipelines;
 – nanoparticles for high performance lubricant oils;
 – autonomous graphene vessel for suctioning and storing liquid body of spilled oil.

The number of potential applications of graphene materials in the oil and gas industry 
increases each year. The analyses show the great potential of graphene materials as compo-
nents of drilling fluids [3, 21, 42, 44, 51]. 

The analysis of data presented by scientists from Rice University and Mi-Swaco [21] 
reveals that adding GO dispersed in alcohol to drilling muds improves the filtration properties 
by sealing wellbore walls. A similar phenomenon was observed after adding GO to water drill-
ing muds [21]. A image analysis microstructure by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of fil-
tration cake of clay-less drilling mud with and without 15 wt.% of GO is presented in Figure 4. 

SEM photograms of a filtration cake of clay-less drilling mud without GO which are 
presented in Figure 4a, prove the presence of agglomerates of high porosity, that they are built 
of calcite crystallites, incrusted with potassium chloride crystals. In the case of filtration cake 
in the clay-less mud with 1.5 wt.% GO (Fig. 4b), there were observed crystallites of carbonate 
minerals incrusted with potassium chloride, with a coating of GO-modified, highly polym-
erized polymers. This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that GO in the presence of 
functional groups with oxygen easily undergoes functionalization with polymers (components 
of clay-less mud) on the basic surface and edges. The thus formed coating efficiently seals rock 
pores, preventing the penetration of water inside the rock formation. On the other hand, the 
GO layer which closely adheres to the wellbore walls and can be easily removed from the well 
under the influence of pressure differences during oil and gas exploration [51].
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a)       b) 

 

Fig. 4. SEM image showing the microstructure of a fragment of a filtration cake of clay-less drilling 
mud: a) sample of clay-less mud without GO added, magnif. 4000×; b) sample of clay-less mud with 

1.5 wt.% GO. magnif. 5000×

The tests conducted with the use of Envirocheck Contact TVC and YM (R) (Merck) on 
the influence of GO on the microbiological activity in biopolymeric muds (XCD) revealed that 
1.5 wt.% admixture of GO limits the growth of bacteria colonies from a level of 107 col./cm3 

 to 103 col./cm3. Moreover, GO also reduces the development of yeast and mould. The anal-
ysis of the photos of clay-less mud with and without GO admixture (Fig. 5) reveals that 
a 1.5 wt.% addition of GO practically stops the growth of mould and yeast in a mud with 
XCD biopolymer added. 

a)           b)        c)

Fig. 5. Image of Envirocheck Contact YM slides dipped in clay-free mud:  
a) without GO – high contamination; b) with 1 wt.% of GO – low contamination;  

c) with 1.5 wt.% of GO – no fungi and yeast found in mud
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The Scomi company has documented the positive influence of graphene on the lubrica-
tion properties and thermal stability of traditional drilling fluids [43]. Owing to its properties, 
graphene underwent agglomeration both in water and oil dispersions – continuous phases of 
drilling muds. Scomi subjected graphene to functionalization with surfactants and worked 
out two types of biodegradable additives based on graphene. The first of them was called 
Confi Graph Lube and was used for OBM, the second one, labeled HyPR Graph Lube, was 
designed for WBM. The field tests conducted in one Myanmar onshore block drilling cam-
paigns showed that under pressure graphene particles penetrate the microscopic pores of 
metal forming a tribiofilm on the drill string. The following observations were made during 
drilling works [43]:

 – coefficient of friction (CoF) reduction from 0.21 to 0.08,
 – longer life of the drill bit,
 – torque reduction by 44% with CoF reduction, field recorded average reaming torque 

reduced by 20%,
 – rate of penetration (ROP) improved from an average of 3–4 m/hr to 9 m/hr (max record-

ed 15 m/hr).
For WBM with an addition of HyPR Graph Lube the following was noted: 

 – plastic viscosity reduction by 23%, 
 – fluid loss reduction by 30%, 
 – 40% reduction in fluids loss control polymers concentration.
It should be also emphasized that tribioflim with graphene on the surface of the drill 

string form an efficient counter-corrosion coating. This is of special importance when drilling 
works are to be conducted in a corrosive environment of groundwaters or hydrogen sulfide. 

Another possible application of graphene materials in the oil and gas industry is 
cement slurries. Investigations conducted by Sedaghat et al. showed that the incorporation 
of graphene in cement slurry had significant changes in the microstructural morphologi-
cal, electrical and thermal properties of the slurry [36]. These properties may turn out to 
be especially advantageous when working out recipes of cement slurries used for seal-
ing borehole heat exchangers. However, the most difficult aspect of incorporating clean 
graphene in a cement slurry is its poor dispersion in water. Therefore, first clean graphene 
should be dispersed in water with the use of surfactants or ultrasounds and only then intro-
duced to the cement matrix. 

GO is more easily dispersed in cement slurry, which may determine its applicability. On 
the other hand, oxidization of graphene results in the lowering of thermal conductivity, which 
from the point of view of borehole heat exchangers can be disadvantageous. 

The addition of GO can lower the filtration and improve the mechanical properties of the 
cement matrix. The significant reinforcement of the cement matrix by GO could be attributed 
to the strong interfacial adhesion between GO and the cement matrix. GO sheets contain 
carboxylic acid groups which can react with C–S–H or Ca(OH)2. 

The interaction may form a strong covalent bond on the interface between the GO and 
the matrix, and therefore increase the load-transfer efficiency from the cement matrix to GO 
sheets. As a result, the mechanical properties of the composite are improved [33].

One of the problems as far as the increasing costs in the oil and gas sector are con-
cerned, is water management. The cost and complexity of processes of water filtration and 
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removal create considerable problems for the operator and increase the cost of drilling. The 
breakthrough in the graphene production opens new possibilities to nanofiltration. At present 
the produced filters and membranes containing graphene can be used for volatile organic 
compounds removal from oil vapors, and mercury from soil and water; they can be also used 
as nanofilters for treating hydraulic fracturing fluids. Membranes made of graphene-based 
materials are water permeable and impermeable for gases [50]. For this reason, a membrane 
composed of many GO sheets was prepared. In this way, a multilayer membrane was pro-
duced, impermeable to gases and vapors, except water. The diaphragm was hundreds of times 
thinner than human hair, and yet strong, elastic and easy to handle [41]. 

Tests on the use of GO for treating water were also performed. For this purpose a 5 µm 
thick GO membrane was prepared which was set in a copper basement. Thus generated 
molecular sieves were tested for selective adsorbing of particles of chemical compounds 
(e.g. NaCl, CuCl2, MgCl2). The membrane was sunk in water where it slightly swelled, but 
where no quick water flow was possible. The filters stopped the salt ions and particles of 
organic compounds of a diameter bigger than 9Å; the smaller ones went with the water [15]. 

GO can be also used as a medium for radionuclide removal from salt solutions. GO has 
a large specific surface and is very sorptive, therefore the radionuclides are mechanically 
caught by graphene. After adding GO to contaminated water, they form solid particles in the 
solution, which can be easily removed (Fig. 6). This solution was first proposed by scientists 
from the Moscow State University and James Tour from the University of Houston for treat-
ing contaminated water after the catastrophe in the Fukushima nuclear power station [29]. 

Fig. 6. Contaminated water after adding graphene oxide [29]
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GO acts quickly and efficiently. The GO flakes were able to clean radioactive water in 
a few minutes. At a concentration lower than 0.1 g of GO per 1 liter of fluid, the sorption of 
radionuclids finished after 5 minutes, removing about 95% of plutonium (Pu), americium 
(Am) and thorium (Th) and about 55% of uranium (U). In the treated solution sodium, cal-
cium, and other substances (sulfates, acetates, citrate) were also found which did not disturb 
the sorption of actinides [29, 36]. 

Apart from the discussed publications, the graphene materials can also be used in borehole 
geophysics for providing data about the geological properties of reservoir rocks. At present 
research works are being realized on the use of magnetic graphene nano-ribbons (MGNRs) in 
drilling muds. The use of nano-ribbons as, e.g. components of drilling fluids may help work out 
new measurement techniques and provide more data about the reservoir rocks [14]. 

5.  SUMMARY

The analyses of graphene and GO as a material for the oil and gas industry reveals that 
the perspectives are promising. The addition of graphene and GO to oil- and water-based 
muds can be especially advantageous when drilling horizontal boreholes or in extreme con-
ditions, i.e. at considerable depth or in unconventional reservoirs. 

The results of tests on the use of graphene and GO to the remediation of ground and 
water environment, as well as for treating drilling fluids or wastewater with nanomaterials, 
are very interesting. 

GO is also a good component of sealing slurries because it contributes to the improve-
ment of mechanical properties of hardened cement stone. It should be also emphasized that 
graphene materials have great potential and can be used to help develop geothermal resourc-
es by improving their thermal conductivity. Besides they can be used for the production of 
corrosion resistant materials to be used for geothermal production. 

The use of graphene in drilling technology can be possible only when economic profits 
are in view. The economic situation may be the cause of moderate rate at which graphene 
and GO are implemented in drilling industry. The price of graphene products has recently 
decreased, e.g. now 5 l of GO water solution costs only $571, as compared to its previous 
price of ca. $300 for 0.5 l. 
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